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Newest Nail Polish Dryer Machine Manufacturers 

Wholesale 90w Nail Polish Dryer Machine with 42 pcs Led bulbs fast cure UV gel,LED 
gel,Builder gel,Acrylic gel,Magnetic gel,Gem glue,Shell glue,Base Coat,Top Coat etc new 
gels. It has 365+405 light source that expert for curing nail gels. It is a smart UV lamp 
with memory function that it remembers the last drying time.also a 120s low heat mode 
will help a lot for your nail salon if don’t want fast cure. This is a 2.0 upgrade version from 
it’s feature and function are best than market ones. We retain bettering and perfecting 
our merchandise and service. At the same time, we do the job actively to do research 
and improvement for Lowest Price for China Smart Mini Nail Polish Dryer Machine for 
Nail Polish, Our main objectives are to provide our customers worldwide with good 
quality, competitive price, satisfied delivery and excellent services. Lowest Price for 
China Professional Nail Lamp and UV Gel Nail Polish price, Welcome any of your 
inquiries and concerns for our products. We look forward to establishing a long-term 
business relationship with you in the near future. Contact us today. We are the first 
business partner for you! 

 

Nail Polish Dryer Machine 

Wholesale 90w Nail Polish Dryer Machine with 42 

pcs Led bulbs fast cure UV gel,LED gel,Builder 

gel,Acrylic gel,Magnetic gel,Gem glue,Shell 

glue,Base Coat,Top Coat etc new gels. It has 

365+405 light source that expert for curing nail gels. 

It is a smart UV lamp with memory function that it 

remembers the last drying time.also a 120s low heat 

mode will help a lot for your nail salon if don’t want 

fast cure. This is a 2.0 upgrade version from it’s 

feature and function are best than market ones. 
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Packing list(With box): 
1.Nail Polish Dryer Machine one piece 

2.Power adapter 

3.User’s Manuel 

Parts: 
1. 42 pcs Leds 

2. Lamp body 

3. Auto sensor 
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4. Plastic shell 

5. Electronic board 

6. 10s/30s/60s/120s timer 

 

1. Advantages of Nail Polish Dryer Machine 

Large space for curing glue at the same time with both hands or feet, making nails more 
convenient. 
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90w high-power drying glue, 45 lamp beads illuminate your hands evenly without dead 
corners, drying glue faster and reducing nail waiting time. 

Suitable for various types of gel polish, such as extension glue, UV glue, nail polish, LED 
glue, etc. 

Made of quality ABS material, small and easy to carry, suitable for home use, nail salons, 
etc. 

 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Nail Polish Dryer 

Machine 

Product name Nail Polish Dryer Machine 
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Leds 42 pcs 

Wired or wireless Wired with power adapter 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UV20 

Color White or Pink 

Power Rated Input: 100-240V 

Product size 242*213*128mm 
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3. Product Feature And Application of Nail Polish Dryer 

Machine 

1. 90w super to dry glue, 42 leds dry nails in all direction and no dead corner 

2. A big LCD digital display, total 4 timer 10S, 30S, 60S, 120s time setting, to dry different 
nail gels and 

3. It assembled via ABS and PC material very high quality, light weight and smooth 
plastic housing will make it easy to carry and durable using that we have customer use a 
lamp for 2 years and never got quality problem. 

4. Large space for curing glue at the same time with both hands or feet, making nails 
more convenient. 

5. Suitable for various types of gel polish, such as extension glue, UV glue, nail polish, 
LED glue, etc. 
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4. Product Details of Nail Polish Dryer Machine 

APPLICATION: Dual-light uv led technology is suitable for a variety of nail polish, 
including nail gel, LED nail polish and so on. No need to go out and spend more money 
on a nail salon, this nail dryer will help you save more money 

CLEVER DESIGN: This nail dryer with LCD display can clearly read working time, four 
timer settings: 10s, 30s, 60s, 120s timer. 45 LED lights with wide luminous range, no 
dead angle, all nails can be dried at the same time 
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COMFORT: This nail dryer is large enough to hold five fingers or toes at a time, making it 
suitable for both hands or feet. Overheat protection to prevent injury to hands and feet. 
Your skin won't feel too hot, just baked warm 

PORTABLE: This nail dryer is made of durable ABS material, light weight and not easy to 
break, ensure the service life. No Dead Angle, lightweight design UV Glue Nail Lamp, 
quick-drying UV Glue / Expansion Glue / LED glue, improve work efficiency 

HIGH EFFICIENCY: The sensor controls the UV nail lamp intelligently, without worrying 
about black hands. Nail dryer lamp provides excellent 90-watt output, only 10 to 30 
seconds to dry nail polish, this nail dryer helps you in a short period of time to obtain 
bright nail polish 

 

5. Product Qualification of Nail Polish Dryer Machine 

This Nail Polish Dryer Machine supported return or replacement/refund service. We offer 
12 months guarantee for it. Will have a strict test on them before ship out. 
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6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Nail Polish Dryer 

Machine 

Deliver method: Door to Door delivery or to your country. 

MOQ:500 pcs 

Deliver time: 3-25 days OEM or ODM 

Price item: FOB or CIF 

7. FAQ of Nail Polish Dryer Machine 

How fast will this lamp dry customer’s nail glue? 
It fastest takes 10s to dry UV gels and based on thickness of gel it would spend 10-90s to 
dry them. You can also use double curing function it is much faster. 

Can i build a new packing for it? 
Yes of course. We support new packing design for it and need AI or PSD etc document. 
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